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The role of citation inThe role of citation in 
academic writing

• Show awareness of the culture of• Show awareness of the culture of 
academic writing. Be in.

• Demonstrate familiarity with the ‘talk’ of• Demonstrate familiarity with the talk  of 
the disciplinary community. 
S t/ lid t l i• Support/validate claims



Academic writing

Making claims Supporting claims

Argue thesisArgue thesis
Persuade R to accept thesis



Example of claim and supportExample of claim and support

Claim: Women tend to appreciate the 
value of communication in marriage 
more than men. 

Support: in a study of 324 couplesSupport: in a study of 324 couples, 
Davison (1997), found that “good 
communication” was identified by mostcommunication  was identified by most 
women as the element most essential 
for a happy marriage. ppy g



How to select citations 
for an essay?

• What macro claim (thesis) are you 
arguing or expected to argue? 

• In supporting the macro claim, what pp g ,
supporting claims must be made? 

• Find sources from the course readingsFind sources from the course readings 
to explain and validate 1 and 2. 



Make the source serveMake the source serve 
your purpose 

Instead of merely re-telling book knowledge,y g g
• Select only what’s needed
• Re organise how it’s said

to serve own 
argument • Re-organise how it s said

• Indicate its function
argument 
goal



Strategy for finding & using sources

ExampleExample

Q: Select 3 challenges you may face a beginning teacher in an era of 
unprecedented social and economic change in Singapore. For each p g g p
challenge: (a) state clearly the challenge, (b) elaborate on why the 
challenge is of concern to you. …Macro claim: 

One of the challenges is sustaining my commitment to life-long 
learning as a teacher.

Support (validating) claim: 
Life long learning is expected of Singapore teachers by 
MOE and the political leadership. [Find source to support]

(Module: The Social Context of Teaching and Learning)



Try this:
How can a student use this source to validate theHow can a student use this source to validate the 
support claim?

Our exams serve a key purpose in education. They provide transparency in 
h   d i   d d  fid  h     the system, and give parents and students confidence that access to a 

school or tertiary institution is based on merit. But we have to seek a 
new balance in education. We have to shift from our heavily 
examination-oriented system, if we are to achieve the goals in examination oriented system, if we are to achieve the goals in 
education that I described earlier and develop the critical life skills 
that our young need for the future. We must arouse a passion among 
our young for knowledge and learning that carries through life.  We 
h  t  pl c  qu l mph sis n th  n n c d mic cu iculum  th t ill have to place equal emphasis on the non-academic curriculum, that will 
help them make the most of their years together in school, 
interacting, roughing it out with each other and making friendships. 

(From Speech by Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Minister for Education. MOE ( p y g ,
Workplan Seminar 2004. 29 September 2004)



Incorporate source into essay; 
Synthesize Synthesize 

Life long learning is expected of 
Singapore teachers by MOE and the 

State claim 
(to support 
thesis)

political leadership. In his speech at the 
2004 Workplan Seminar, the Education 
Minister depicted one of the goals of 
Si ’ d ti t t d t

Cite source to 
support claim. 
I di  f i /  Singapore’s education system as students 

with “a passion…for knowledge and 
learning that carries through life” 
(Tharman 2004) If students are to leave

Indicate function/  
relevance.

(Tharman, 2004). If students are to leave 
school with a passion for life long 
learning, teachers must demonstrate a 
similar passion by engaging in continual

Argue application 
to own argument; 
address similar passion by engaging in continual 

learning.  As a teacher, I will have to….  assignment Q



How to incorporate sources into 
own essay

• What claim am I supporting? 
• What function will xxx serve in my 

argument? (Evidence? Example? 
Legitimization?) 

• Select only the details serving the y g
function

• Incorporate: Introduce; indicateIncorporate: Introduce; indicate 
argument function; show relation  



Don’t do this: listing tellingDon’t do this: listing, telling

U kill d it l i i ll b f th t tUnskilled writers plan minimally before they start 
writing (Shaughnessy, 1977).  Also they restrict 
themselves from exploring their thoughts on paper.  
According to Flower (1980) they make prematureAccording to Flower (1980), they make premature 
decisions to proceed in a certain direction before 
they have analysed the problem or question.

In addition, unskilled writers pause so often that the 
relations between ideas suffer.  They lose track of 
their meaning because they are too busy correctingtheir meaning because they are too busy correcting 
grammar mistakes before they have firm plans about 
their meaning.    



Indicate the argument function 
of the citationof the citation

Demonstrating to students how to 
State Claimanalyse the teacher’s question before 

deciding on content would help them to 
avoid premature planning decisions that

State Claim

avoid premature planning decisions that 
lead to unsatisfactory answers.  Flower 
(1980) has observed that poor writers 
lock themselves into premature Citlock themselves into premature 
solutions before they have adequately 
explored the writing task to determine 

Cite source as 
evidence of 
claim. Note links

what exactly the teacher-reader expects.



Indicate argument function g
of citation

Thi k A R’Think: Answer R’s query
Why are you 
telling metelling me 
this? What’s 
your point?



How to indicate argumentHow to indicate argument 
function of citation

• words creating meaning relations 
(cohesion ties) between claim and(cohesion ties) between claim and 
citation 
S f• Say the function: An example of xxx is…/ 
Research suggests that …[say your claim]



Indicate the argument function 
of the citationof the citation

Demonstrating to students how to 
State Claimanalyse the teacher’s question before 

deciding on content would help them to 
avoid premature planning decisions that

State Claim

avoid premature planning decisions that 
lead to unsatisfactory answers.  Flower 
(1980) has observed that poor writers 
lock themselves into premature Citlock themselves into premature 
solutions before they have adequately 
explored the writing task to determine 

Cite source as 
evidence of 
claim. Note links

what exactly the teacher-reader expects.



Don’t just tell knowledge. 

Use it to advance your Use it to advance your 
own goals.  


